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3 charming (adj) pleasant and attractive 迷人的
3 wizard (n) a man with magic power in fairy stories 巫師
3 crush (n) a very strong liking 愛慕
3 witch (n) a woman with magic power in fairy stories 女巫
5 balcony (n) a platform on the outside of a building 露台
5 mean (adj) unkind 不友善的

5 mangy (adj)
(1) suffering from a skin disease that makes hair fall out and causes areas of 
rough skin ⾧疥癬的; (2) old and dirty 污穢的

5 go on (phr v) to continue a certain state or activity繼續
7 flask (n) a bottle 瓶子
7 toad (n) a frog-like animal 蟾蜍
7 slime (n) a thick, wet substance 黏液
7 spit (n) a clear liquid produced in the mouth 口水
7 potion (n) a magical drink 魔法藥水
8 filling (n) a food mixture used to fill cakes or sweets, etc. 餡
8 precious (adj) of great value 珍貴的
10 catch someone’s eye (phr)to be noticed by someone 吸引某人的注意
10 newsstand (n) a stall where newspapers and magazines are sold 报摊
12 nosy (adj) too curious about other people’s business 好管閒事的
12 poke (v) to cause to appear through something 伸出
14 hideous (adj) very ugly or bad 極醜的、極壞的
14 embarrassed (adj) feeling ashamed or uncomfortable 尷尬的
16 panic (n) a strong feeling of fear 恐慌
18 desperate (adj) needing something very badly 絕望的
21 yowl (v) to cry loudly 號叫
21 away (adv) continuously or actively 積極地

24 faithful (adj) not changing in your friendship with a person 忠誠的
26 pile (n) objects laid on top of each other ㇐疊
26 heap (n) an untidy pile of things 凌亂的㇐堆
26 flutter (v) to move quickly up and down, or from side to side 飄動

36 vacuum (v)
to collect dust and small bits of rubbish using a machine that sucks them up 
吸塵

36 vacuum (n) a space with no air or other gas 真空
37 speck (n) a tiny piece of something 微粒

38 hiccup (v) to make a loud noise in your throat uncontrollably 打呃
38 vocal cords (n) the part of your throat that produces sound when air moves over it 聲帶
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38 vibrate (v) to shake repeatedly 振動
38 diaphragm (n) the muscle that is between your lungs and your stomach 橫隔膜
38 irritate (v) to disturb or excite 刺激

41 wood grouse (n) a large bird having a plump body and feathered legs and feet 雲杉松雞
41 impress (v) to give people a good memory about you 留下深刻印象
41 fan (v) to wave a fan or something that acts a fan 扇動
41 grouchy (adj) always complaining 好抱怨的
43 misbehave (v) to behave badly 不守規矩
43 moan (v) to complain in an unhappy voice 發牢騷
44 tell on (phr v) to report the bad things someone has done 告發
44 puddle (n) a small, shallow pool of water on the ground 水坑
44 splash (v) to hit a liquid and make some of it fly up 濺起
45 sob (v) to cry noisily 抽泣
46 fixit (n) a person who puts things in order 善於解決問題的人
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